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XLerate Group’s Texas Lone Star-Lubbock Auction
Expands Facilities to Meet Growing Sales
Lubbock, TX -- XLerate Group Auctions’ Texas Lone Star Auto Auction – Lubbock announces the addition of a
newly completed 20,000 square foot reconditioning facility that includes 14 mechanical bays, three detail
lanes, and an automatic drive-through car wash.
TLSAA-Lubbock’s General Manager Dale Martin says, “The past few years have shown us a lot of growth in
both our commercial and dealer sales. We are lucky to have the backing of the XLerate Group to help us
expand our facilities and services to meet the needs that growth brings us.
“We have added two lanes to the six auction sales lanes that we currently use and have added 18 acres to our
fenced and security camera controlled vehicle storage capacity, making us a 48-acre facility. And we have
increased our dealer sale day paved parking by 150+ additional spaces,” Martin added.
TLSAA-Lubbock’s Brand New 20,000 sq. ft. Recon Facility
•

14 mechanical bays with 10 lifts

•

Full tire service capability

•

Full line mechanical service/inspections

•

Three complete state-of-the-art detail lanes

•

Photo booths for comprehensive online views

•

De-identification, wrap removal

•

Drive-thru car wash

Plus:
•

2 new sale lanes

•

New restroom facilities

•

150 more dealer parking spots!

•

18 additional acres – surfaced and secured with video surveillance –dedicated to Fleet Lease

•

65 acres for future development!

Cam Hitchcock, CEO of the XLerate Group Auctions, adds, “We’re excited to make this commitment to serve
the dealers and clients of Texas Lonestar in Lubbock. This expansion represents one of the flagship
commitments we’ve made to our auctions, and we look forward to even more success from Dale and his
team. ”
Texas Lone Star Auto Auction – Lubbock, operates a dealer auto auction in the Texas High Plains. Our regular
sale is each Wednesday, starting at 9 AM CST. We regularly offer consignment from a wide range of
remarketing groups, institutional sellers, and franchise dealers; averaging 800+ each week.
For more information, contact:
CAM HITCHCOCK, XLerate CEO

(317) 689-7927

DALE MARTIN, General Manager,
Texas Lone Star Auto Auction - Lubbock

(806) 745-6606

ABOUT THE XLERATE GROUP: XLerate is an entrepreneurial, leading auction provider with sites in California, Wisconsin, South
Carolina, Pennsylvania, Texas, Michigan, Illinois, Georgia, and Florida, as well as private-label auctions across multiple markets.
Learn more at www.xlerategroup.com
ABOUT TLSAA-LUBBOCK: Texas Lone Star Auto Auction – Lubbock, operates a dealer auto auction in Lubbock, Texas with a regular
sale at 9:00 am each Wednesday. TLSAA-Lubbock offers seven live lanes, with consignment from a wide range of remarketing groups,
institutional sellers, and franchise dealers. See our website for more information: www.lsaalubbock.com

